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ABSTRACT
This paper is the result of an endeavor of specifying a social media
agent through Use Case 2.0 (the “agile Use Case”). That what was
expected to be a straightforward specification task revealed issues
that subverts a critical foundation of the Use Case conception,
nonexistent use-case between the SuD and the actor, yielding to
the extensions proposed in this paper.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A Social Media Agent (SMA) is an agent that runs in an Online
Social Media (OSM). They are built to achieve a varied range of
purposes [4, 6, 18, 23, 25, 27]. The Use Case development process
(UCP) is being successfully applied as Agent-Oriented Software
Engineering (AOSE) approach in multi-agent system design [2, 3,
8, 13, 19, 32, 35] for decades, being then considered an industry
standard [1]. Therefore, UCP is a natural choice. Yet, on applying it,
unexpected issues emerged.

For a brief description, the UCP cf. [14, 16, 17, 31] follows the
model-driven rationale, i.e. successive refinement uponmodels until
the source-code can be delivered. The Use Case diagram (UCD)
is responsible for depicting the system under development (SuD)
behavior from an usage perspective through use-cases (small caps
and hyphen for the oval symbol in the UCD). An actor models
an event source that can be factored into roles, for realizing the
persona’s intention [30]. The interaction between the actor and
an use-case is described by a Use Case narrative (UCN) whose
developed collaborations results in the Use Case realization (UCR).

AOSE approaches that employ Use Cases such as ASPECS/PASSI
[5], Prometheus [26], etc. are usually Unified Process inspired meth-
ods, therefore prescriptive and relying on Use Case 1.0. Therefore,
subject to the same difficulties raised in this paper. In addition, since
this proposal adopts UCP 2.0 (or “agile Use Case”) [17] it does not
run in unmanageable backlog such other user-story based agile
AOSE such as [29]. Finally, unlike employing Use Cases just for
requirements, it is applied as a whole development process.
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2 PROBLEM STATEMENT
Understating the big-picture is a software engineering principle,
especially stressed in UCP [17]. The Use Case diagram (UCD) is the
artifact responsible for depicting the system interface from the user
perspective, then, the program’s big-picture. In short, a UCD, is
composed by an actor connected with a use-case with a rectangle
denoting the system’s boundary [17].

A difficult raise when defining the roles and actors. The Twitter
User is presumably a role, but its link with the system under de-
velopment (SuD) is multistable1. At the same time that the Twitter
User interacts (e.g. tweet, like, etc.) with the SMA it does not do it
directly but mediated by the OSM. Also, that interaction is collat-
eral, not intentional, i.e. the Twitter User ’s use-case is within the
OSM boundary and not within the SuD’s. This, however, is not a
business2 Use Case situation as the Twitter User does not aim to,
specifically, interact with the SuD but is driven to it by, instancing,
microtargeting strategies [22]. The SMA is the SuD, therefore it must
be modeled through use-cases and not have use-cases. It is possible
to consider the SuD as an OSM actor (e.g. a Twitter actor), but that
would result in an inconsistent model as the use-case would be
placed within the OSM boundary, but that’s what is being built it
the actor and not the OSM. In addition, considering the relation be-
tween the Bot Master and OSM would suggest that the Bot Master

owns businesses use-cases with the SMA, that is also inconsistent
by the same reason; the SMA is the SuD. However, it resembles a
business use-case in the sense that the Bot Master ’s use-cases is on
a different abstraction level from the SMA’s. For an instance, the
like action, in isolation, does not deliver value to the Bot Master

but it is certainly an aspect of the SMA’s behavior.
The incorporation of all these concerns into a UCD would result

in an awkward model, depicted for reference in figure 1. The prob-
lem to be tackled is how to set up the UCP for providing a suitable
drive to develop SMA projects.

Figure 1: Illustration of the addressed problem.

1Multistability is a cognitive phenomenon on which the observer undergoes through

spontaneous perceptual changes, e.g. alternates between a vase and two faces [21].
2A business Use-Case models an enterprise’s business processes with the actors being
entities external to the company, such as “customer” [15].
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3 PROPOSED EXTENSIONS
The Use Case Environment. A first step towards addressing the

proposed problem is to explicit the OSM as the environment [32, 34].
For doing so, it is necessary to introduce an additional element to
the UCD for denoting the environment entity; to be called as Use
Case environment (UCE) and stereotyped as «world». That informs,
in the big picture, that the SuD and the Twitter User may interact
through the world, with each one pursuing its own use-case.

On a general basis, the UCE can be realized through any conve-
nient way. From a modularity perspective, Kripke world cf. [9] is a
worthy choice. That suggestion, in short, is due to its accessibility
relation, that enable an agent to run on an eventually unknown
environment if that environment is accessible (i.e. if analogous
properties hold). The properties, would be the interface with the
world, the actions that the agent is capable of performing in it, con-
strained by the “laws of the Universe” cf. [7]. These laws, despite
may include some parts of, are not the “service agreement”, but the
rules used by the mediation algorithm for boosting, de-boosting
or banning a profile. Since the mediation algorithm rules are not
publicly available, modeling it as a game cf. [12] is a good choice.

The Use Case Diagram. For improving the UCD presentation,
consider that, formally, the SuD is a classifier and the use-cases its
interfaces [11]. This implies that, the SuD has an optional responsi-
bility slot [31]. That may receive the SMA’s “use-case”, organizing
its narratives and encapsulating its realization. As the SuD is viewed
as a distinctive type of class and the use-case as a distinctive type of
interface, it is worth to keep along by calling the SMA’s responsibil-
ity as assignment . The assignment then, is a degenerated use-case
used for representing the agent’s goals.

Figure 2: Extended Use Case diagram for Twitter .

The Use Case Narrative. The Use Case is based on the idea that
value is delivered as the program is used, therefore it focuses on
describing usage scenarios, called Use Case narrative (UCN), to
drive the development [17]. The non-SuD use-cases are not worthy
to be specified unless it helps the analysis procedure. For avoiding
such a confusing model, it is worth to keep the UCN straight by
only including steps that deliver value to the actor. The other steps
would compose something analogous to the UCN but related with
the assignment called assignment case narrative (ACN).The relation
between an UCN and an ACN is of fulfillment as the assignment
aims to accomplish the use-case’s goal.

For illustration, see UCN with a Create and Sow a Network step

(1) the Bot Master asks for the SMA to build a network based on a target ;
the SuD start to engaging with them aiming turning them into followers
Exceptions
(a) the SMA could not create a list of candidates; the SuD …

and the related ACN step

Related Play:
(Payoff-tree Legend:� stands for SMA, B for profile setup,* for Twitter User ; 5 for a follow

event; and = for a nothing happened event)

(1) the Bot Master set a target , the SuD returns a resulting reference
profile list for approval and modifications.
(a) the SuD crawl the Twitter looking for candidates that meets the setted

target. It then look into each candidade’s followers aiming to retrieve
features to be used for establishing following patterns.

(2) …
Variations
(a) if the Bot Master provides and Twitter credentials, the SuD …

As told, the UCE and SuD relation benefits from being a game.
Accordingly, the SMA and Twitter User is also a game, yet behav-
ioral3 [10]. The “UCE game” constraints the moves to be played in
the “Twitter User game”. Thence, the first is depicted as the use-case
with the invariant clause in figure 2) and the second in the ACN.
From a behavioral game perspective, the presented strategy is based
on a simple mirroring approach for establishing rapport [10, 24].

The Use Case Realization. The Use Case realization (UCR) is used
for providing a sharp separation between requirements and design
[17]. It encompasses all model stack, including the analysis model,
high-level design, low-level design and the implementation model
[31]. The software product is a, hopefully traceable, elaboration of
the UCR scattered through several components [16]. Remark that
the UCR is build upon the agent (see figure 3).

Figure 3: Relation between the UCD and UCR.

4 CONCLUSION
This paper stated the objective of presenting the difficulties found
on developing a SMA and the extension proposal upon the Use
Case 2.0 for addressing the presented issues. The difficulties can
be summarized as the accidental relationship between the SMA
and the Twitter User . The extensions, in turn, are specifying the
environment where the agent works and a classifier for encapsulat-
ing its behavior in that world. A major concern was to keep these
extensions compatible with the Use Case 2.0 proposal. Note that
the examples refer to a SMA class to be instantiated as a swarm of
coordinated agents, e.g. 10: ∼ 350: [28, 33] (to be addressed in the
process view of the 4+1 model [20]).
3Unlike game theory that assumes rational players [12], behavioral game theory
include social utility, and other psychological issues as factors of decision-making [10].
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